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Coil configuration - classic setup: 

on/on switch; series/SC

signal

ground

You can always hardwire your preferred 
configuration.

Always ground the bare cable.

For series mode, connect yellow and 
white, use red as signal.

For the noiseless single coil mode, use 
yellow as signal.

For parallel wiring, ground white and 
bare, use yellow and white as signal.
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Coil configuration - recommended setup: 

on/on/on switch; series/SC/parallel
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signal

ground

You can always hardwire your preferred 
configuration.

Always ground the bare cable.

For series mode, connect yellow and 
white, use red as signal.

For the noiseless single coil mode, use 
yellow as signal.

For parallel wiring, ground white and 
bare, use yellow and white as signal.
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Connecting the pickups should be 
the last step of your electronics 
work on your instrument.

Make sure the connectors are 
pushed all the way on the pins so 
they don’t get loose while jumping 
around on an epic gig.
Once properly in place they should 
hold well.

make sure you match the colors as 
pictured.

bare/w
hite/yellow

/red

the remaining pin pads are not 
connected to the internal main 
PCB. They are reserved for the 
active version and experimental 
functions. Don’t don’t bother 
soldering additional pins there.

Pickup PCB connection
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FAQ, contact information & support
A word from the HAVEN team

Dear customer, 

Music is art. It’s expression, communication on a deeply emotional and 
non-verbal level.
We all do it, we all love it. It’s our highest goal to facilitate the 
interaction between the musician* and their beloved instrument.

Thanks a lot for supporting us. This is a critical phase for us in which 
we constantly work on improving our products, documentation and 
stay in close contact with our customers to do so.

Feel free to contact Till (he/him; practical development and production) 
at tech@haven-pickups.com.

He will gladly help you if you need a hand and answer any questions. 

Have fun!

series and parallel, what’s the difference?
Series:
-closest to conventional Humbucker sound
-hottest wiring, dark, mid push
-recommended for straight-into-amp approaches

Parallel:
-most neutral/unvoiced wiring
-less hot than series
-open, brilliant sound
-recommended for accessing the instrument’s unaltered sound, 
maximum flexibility for sound shaping, for modelling based 
approaches

What’s the single coil voicing?
We call it a “voicing” instead of just a single coil because 
technically it is humbucking.
It offers a tight low end and more “twang” than the other two 
voicings coming closest to a conventional single coil.

mailto:tech@haven-pickups.com

